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The Take Action SC Partnership (TASC) brings together organizations dedicated to sharing knowledge, 
coordinating resources and working together to offer South Carolina’s teachers and students the material 
to help protect and preserve the environment. To meet this goal, TASC offers a curriculum supplement 
with environmental lessons, supporting material, teacher workshops and classroom presentations on air 
and water quality, energy conservation and sustainability as well as litter prevention, waste reduction, 
recycling and composting. TASC is comprised of DHEC, Coastal Carolina University, PalmettoPride, 
the S.C. ORS Energy Office and Sustainable Carolina at University of South Carolina. 
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I LOVE the curriculum! Here’s why: 

1) the content is clear and attainable,   
2) the teaching practices are among those  

that generate the best learning and behavior  
change outcomes, 3) the pre-service teacher  
takes the materials directly into the classroom  

and uses them and 4) the issues related  
to the content are timely, important  

and of high interest to the  
pre-service teacher! 

Dr. Meta Van Sickle, Professor,  
College of Charleston 

www.sc.edu/sustainability
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27,092+ 
STUDENTS

in South Carolina were taught  
“Action” lessons in the classroom  

and virtually.

About ‘Action’
The S.C. Solid Waste Policy and Management Act of 
1991 (Act) – S.C. Code of Laws § 44-96-110 – requires 
that the S.C. Department of Health and Environmental 
Control (DHEC) provide a curriculum and resource 
material on recycling for instruction at the elementary, 
middle and high school levels. DHEC’s Office of Solid 
Waste Reduction and Recycling is charged with this responsibility and as part of that 
obligation to consult with the S.C. Department of Education in the development and 
offering of these resources.

Action for a cleaner tomorrow: A South Carolina Environmental Curriculum Supplement 
(“Action”) is an award-winning, interdisciplinary, activity-based curriculum supplement. 
It was created by DHEC in conjunction with a statewide team of teachers, science 
coordinators, the S.C. Department of Education and other education professionals. 
Originally designed to provide an introduction to waste reduction, recycling and 
composting, “Action” has evolved since its first edition in 1993 to include air, water, litter 
prevention, energy, natural resources and sustainability lessons for grades K-12. “Action” 
is designed to provide teachers the tools and resources to bring the environment into the 
classroom.

All of the curriculum lessons are correlated to the S.C. Academic Standards and 
Performance Indicators for Science and when possible, contain South Carolina-specific 
information. Each lesson is reviewed by DHEC staff, subject matter experts, as well 
as education and curriculum specialists to ensure accurate 
information and proper alignment to the current standards. 
The curriculum supplement also offers background 
information, student activities, video links, handouts and 
links to additional information and resources. “Action” 
is marketed throughout the state and offered through 
teacher workshops, classroom presentations and most 
recently, virtual learning options – all of which are offered 
at no charge. To learn more, visit www.takeactionsc.org or 
call 1-800-768-7348.

3,030+ 
TEACHERS

were reached through “Action”  
training and presentations.

“Thank you so much for giving 
our 5th-grade students such a 

wonderful, interesting presentation! 
It fit well into our Science Ecosystem 
Standards and the Soil and Water  

Essay ... You made learning  
fun (and) interesting ...”

Carolyn Chestnut,  
Daisy Elementary School, 

Horry County

‘Action’ Chronology
• Summer 1992 – DHEC’s Office of Solid Waste 

Reduction and Recycling forms a statewide team 
of science coordinators and teachers. A nationwide 
survey is conducted to collect recycling curricula.

• Fall 1992 – Seven curricula are recommended for use on an interim basis and 
are offered to school districts at no charge. The decision is made to develop a 
curriculum with South Carolina-specific information. A Curriculum Development 
Team (CDT) – including 19 teachers – is formed.

• Winter 1993 – A required training to receive and use the curriculum is 
recommended by the CDT. Stakeholders meet with Clemson University Extension 
Services and Keep America Beautiful to develop a 
training protocol.

• Spring 1993 – More than 30 
teachers participate in the first 
pilot testing of K-8 lessons.

• Summer 1993 – More than 
140 teachers from about 120 
schools take part in the second 
pilot testing of K-8 lessons.

• January 1994 – K-8 lessons 
are introduced by Richard Nawyn, chief of 
environmental education/public outreach at the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

• Winter 1994 – A statewide pilot test of lessons 
for grades 9-12 begins.

• Summer 1995 – “Action” 9-12 lessons are 
introduced by Columbia native and former NASA 
Astronaut Col. Charles F. Bolden.

The 2019-2020 School Year at a Glance
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61%  
INCREASE

in knowledge of environmental 
lessons from students and  

teachers after “Action”  
learning opportunities.

294 
SCHOOLS

visited prior to March 2020 
shutdown due to COVID-19.

34  
WORKSHOPS

held to teach “Action” to  
South Carolina instructors.

“Loved the video! Shared 
with all of my 5th- and  

6th-grade students,  
grade-level teachers and  

admin!! Thanks!”
A Calhoun County  

Teacher

The 2019-2020 school year brought new opportunities and 
challenges to the Take Action SC (TASC) program. 

At the beginning of the year, classroom presentations were made 
to 25,751 students and 968 teachers. Presentations focused 
on fifth-grade, seventh-grade and high school classrooms and 
included lesson demonstrations on recycling, composting, food 
waste reduction, energy conservation, litter prevention and used 
oil recycling. Pre-test scores rose from 72 percent accuracy 
to 99 percent in post-tests. Teacher workshops were held for 

groups of 15 or more – training 869 teachers. Post-test scores 
rocketed to 100 percent accuracy from 51 percent in the  
pre-tests scores.

Then in March 2020, schools across South Carolina closed 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. More than 100 classroom 
presentations and teacher workshops were canceled. Teachers 
quickly turned to virtual teaching methods in order to provide 
remote learning opportunities for their students – and our team 
quickly responded. TASC began offering virtual training sessions 

‘”Action” is designed to 
provide hands-on science lessons 

that are aligned to the S.C. Science 
Standards that support and enrich 

the curriculum you use in the 
classroom every day!’

Krysten Douglas, certified 
S.C. educator

Goals of  ‘Action’
The overall goal of “Action” is to inform, 
inspire and empower teachers and 
students to protect and preserve the 
environment and take actions for a 
cleaner tomorrow. To meet that goal, 
“Action” seeks to:

• Introduce and explain behaviors such 
as recycling, composting, reducing 
food waste and smart buying habits 
that conserve natural resources, 
prevent pollution and reduce their 
environmental footprint at home, 
school or in the community;

• Help teachers and students meet 
S.C. Science Standards and 
performance indicators through 
critical thinking while analyzing their 
own actions and the results of those 
actions;

• Help students understand the 
concept of personal responsibility 
and sustainability; and

• Protect teachers’ and students’ 
health through increased awareness 
of the safe use, storage and disposal 
of harzardous household products.

plus pre-recorded videos for students learning across 
all grade levels. There were 1,266 views on the 
first video within 60 days. Contact was made with 
874 teachers looking to share more virtual learning 
opportunities during the distance-learning portion of the 
school year.

The annual summer workshop moved to a virtual setting as 
well – and reached an all-time high of registrations, training 
more than 225 educators.

• Spring 2015 – The first major revision of “Action” begins for its 
16th edition – including new correlations to 2014 S.C. Science 
Standards in a streamlined book of 18 lessons.

• Fall 2016 – Take Action SC Partnership (TASC) is established 
with its founding partners – DHEC, Coastal Carolina University 
and PalmettoPride.

• Summer 2018 – TASC holds its first overnight workshop at 
Coastal Carolina University.

• Fall 2018 – S.C. ORS Energy Office joins the TASC.

• Summer 2019 – 17th edition of “Action” is published with two 
new lessons premiering at the summer workshop.

• Summer 2020 – “Action” is revised for its 18th edition and 
includes new lessons and resources. Virtual learning options are 
added to the program. Sustainable Carolina at University of South 
Carolina joins TASC.


